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Abstract: The discovery of the present accelerated expansion of space changed everything regarding 
cosmology and life’s ultimate prospects. Both the optimistic scenarios of an ever (but 
decelerated) expanding universe and of a collapsing universe seem to be no longer 
available. The final future looks deadly dark. However, the fate of the universe and 
intelligence depends crucially on the nature of the still mysterious dark energy which 
drives the accelerated expansion. Depending on its – perhaps time-dependent – equation 
of state, there is a confusing number of different models now, popularly called Big Rip, 
Big Whimper, Big Decay, Big Crunch, Big Brunch, Big Splat, etc. This paper briefly 
reviews possibilities and problems. It also argues that even if our universe is finally 
doomed, perhaps that doesn’t matter ultimately because there might be some kind of 
eternal recurrence. 
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1. COSMIC CONSTRAINTS  
The future is not what it used to be. There is a huge challenge and change going on in our 
understanding of the final fate of life and intelligence in our universe.1 Even if all the very hard 
biological, psychological, sociological, and technological problems could be solved, which threaten 
life on Earth and perhaps also on other planets, and even if intelligent civilizations could succeed and 
colonize the galaxies, escaping the deaths of their parent stars and manage to use astronomical 
quantities of matter, energy, and information, the struggle is not won. If life and intelligence are to 
have a long-lasting future which is really worth to be called that way – and this ultimately means 
quasi-eternal existence and evolution –, it has to face the cosmological constraints.  
We do not know very much about these constraints. But in the last few years everything that we 
thought we could know – and even would know soon –, got different. In 1970 Allan Sandage 
published a paper called „Cosmology: A Search for Two Numbers“.2 And until the 1990’s it was 
thought that those two numbers would, in fact, predict the ultimate future of our universe. Since 1998 
this has changed completely. Now we know those two numbers with a remarkable precision – but they 
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turned out to be almost irrelevant after all concerning the very far future. Suddenly, a third quantity 
came in, which, as it seems now, rules everything.  
The first of the two numbers which Sandage and his colleagues had been trying to determine for 
several decades is the Hubble constant H0. It describes the expansion rate of our present universe. Its 
value is around 70 kilometers per second and megaparsec (a megaparsec is 3,26 million light-years). 
Ho is not a true constant, but a time-dependent variable.  
The second number is called the deceleration parameter q0. It describes how fast H0 changes in the 
future: qo = 1/2 (rm,o/rc,o) – Lc2/3Ho2, where rm,o is the present mean density of matter (dark matter 
included), rc,o = 3Ho2/8pG is the present critical density, which makes the universe flat (or Euclidean, 
thus there is no global curvature), and corresponds roughly to three hydrogen atoms per cubic meter, L 
is the cosmological constant, c is the velocity of light, and G is Newton’s gravitational constant. 
For qo < 0 the expansion gets faster (so in this case qo should more adequately called the acceleration 
parameter), for qo = 0 the expansion rate is constant (what holds for an empty universe – 
mathematically simple, but not very interesting to us), for qo  = 0,5 the expansion will constantly 
decelerate and approach (but never quite reach) zero, and for qo > 0,5 the expansion will stop and 
reverse someday. 
The third mysterious quantity, which got everything mixed up, refers to what is now called dark 
energy.  
The aim of this paper is to review the new situation and its confusing many scenarios, problems, and 
implications for the ultimate future of life. The discussion shall be restricted to the boundary 
conditions of fundamental physics and cosmology, and it shall survey the different possibilities only 
briefly without the physical details. Here it is assumed, at least for the sake of the argument, that no 
entirely new physical effects will change the whole picture (and even no variations of the fundamental 
constants of nature or that the topology of our universe is compact), nor that there are some kinds of 
nonphysical entities like Cartesian souls or transcendent Gods, which are beyond the reach of (current) 
science, but might alter the course of the universe in a non-predictable way. If we lived in a spiritual 
universe, or if idealism were true and matter was just a grand illusion, physical cosmology probably 
would be of no significance. 
1.1 Dark energy 
Different methodological approaches have recently led to a consistent and coherent picture of the 
universe we live in3 – a picture which is sometimes called the concordance model, because it is the 
first world-view without obvious empirical or theoretical contradictions since the beginning of 
relativistic cosmology in 1917. According to this model, our universe emerged from a very hot and 
dense state, the Big Bang, 13,7 ± 0,2 billion years ago, expanded ever since and cooled down to 3 
Kelvin yet. This is the temperature of the cosmic background radiation, which is left over from the 
primordial fireball and was released some 380000 years after the Big Bang, when the atoms were 
formed. 
Many independent measurements of distant supernovae, the Hubble constant, the matter distribution 
and density, the large-scale structure of galaxies, quasar spectra, gravitational lensing effects, the 
Integrated Sachs Wolf effect, and the temperature fluctuations in the cosmic microwave background 
all point to a universe which has roughly the critical energy density Ototal = rm,o/rc,o + Lc2/3Ho2 = 1 
and, therefore, is almost flat or Euclidean. The big surprise was that ordinary matter (about 4,4 ± 0,4 
percent) and the still mysterious cold dark matter (23 ± 4 percent, probably unknown elementary 
particles without any electromagnetic interactions) together are adding up to only about a quarter of 
the total energy density. 73 ± 4 percent is made of what is now called dark energy. So if you imagine 
the universe as a cosmic cappuccino, the coffee stands for dark energy, the milk for dark matter, both 
of which we know almost nothing about; only the powdered chocolate would be what we are familiar 
with, namely ordinary matter made of protons , neutrons, electrons et cetera. This is the ironic success 
story of modern cosmology: Now we know what we don’t know, and this is more than 95 percent of 
what the universe is made of. 
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Dark energy has negative pressure, therefore it is repulsive, thus it acts like antigravity (so, a better 
designation would be dark pressure, because it is the negative pressure which is abnormal – and not 
the energy density which remains positive). It is also what drives the accelerated expansion of space, 
which was discovered in 1998.4 Space does not expand any slower due to the gravitational interaction 
of matter within, as it was long thought, but does expand faster! Measurements of distant supernovae 
indicate that this accelerated expansion started about five billion years ago.  
But what about the future? What are the properties of dark energy, what physical effects will they 
have, and how will they affect the fate of life in the universe?  
Whether space expands eternally (and how fast) or not depends on what is called the equation of state 
of dark energy. It is p = rw, where p stands for the pressure of the spatially homogeneous dark energy 
(and also for other, less exotic stuff), and r for its energy density. Thus, the parameter w is the ratio 
between the pressure and the energy density.  
Here are some numbers (not only for dark energy candidates): 
· w = 1/3 represents electromagnetic radiation 
· w =  0 represents non-relativistic matter 
· w =  1 represents relativistic matter (for example within neutron stars)  
· w = –1 represents the cosmological constant L, which was introduced by Albert Einstein in 1917 
and wrongly withdrawn some years later 
· –1/3 > w > –1 represents a scalar-field called kosmon or quintessence (here the value of w can 
change with time, for instance might decrease to almost –1 when the universe grows older) 
· w = –2/3 represents topological defects (which would be primordial relics of the early universe, but 
probably do not exist in significant quantities within our horizon) 
· w < –1 represents what is called phantom energy 
It is not clear yet, whether the equation of state (and perhaps its time-derivative) describes the 
possibilities exhaustively and sufficiently, but at the moment these are the main alternatives. Thus, w 
can tell us something important about the nature of dark energy. And, assuming we are on the right 
track, dark energy determines the ultimate fate of the universe. So what are the options? 
Before surveying them, a cautious comment seems to be appropriate.  
1.2 Is dark energy real? 
Accelerated expansion is only possible if at least one of the following assumptions is violated: 
(1) The strong energy condition: the density and isotropic part of the pressure seen by all observers on 
timelike trajectories satisfy r + 3 p ³ 0. – This is violated by dark energy. 
(2) General Relativity as a large-scale description of our universe. – This is violated by modified theories 
of gravity, for example modified Friedmann equations, string theories with large extradimensions or 
relativistic versions of MOND (modified Newtonian dynamics).5 By the way: Some theories of dark 
energy, some quintessence models for instance, violate not only (1) but, strictly speaking, also (2), 
implying modified Friedmann equations or new interactions. 
(3) The assumed matter-dominated, homogeneous and isotropic Friedmann-Robertson-Walker 
cosmological model of the universe (even beyond our observational horizon). – This is violated if our 
whole observable universe is an underdense „bubble“ within a denser environment.6 This large-scale 
inhomogeneity might be the result of very long wavelength, super-horizon perturbations generated by a 
period of cosmic inflation in the early universe. The observed acceleration would be a „backreaction“ 
from these perturbations without the assumption of new physics, that is the violation of (1) or (2). 
However, whether a violation of (3) alone is really sufficient to cause an accelerated expansion is still 
very controversial.7 Another possibility for a violation of (3), or at least a wrong application of it, is this: 
Our Milky Way might be located at the center of an underdense „void“ (with a radius of a few dozens or 
hundred light-years) in the large-scale distribution of galaxy clusters. This is improbable, but it would 
distort the measurement of Ho nearby versus far away and could mimic an accelerated expansion.8 
At present there is no convincing reason to drop dark energy, but one has to be aware of the alternatives. 
Only observations will tell which of the assumptions above is violated. 
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2. THE FUTURE OF LIFE AND THE UNIVERSE 
2.1 The past future: chill or crunch 
Before dark energy was discovered, there were only two possibilities in relativistic  cosmology, 
depending on Sandage’s famous two numbers (and L = 0): 
(1) An infinite (either globally Euclidean or hyperbolic) universe is spatiotemporally open and will 
expand forever, but with an increasingly slower rate due to the decelerating effect of matter and 
energy. This scenario is called the Big Whimper (and sometimes the Big Chill), because everything 
finally fades away. 
(2) A finite (but unlimited, that is spherically curved) universe is spatiotemporally closed and will start 
to contract after some time due to the gravitational interactions of its matter content, finally collapsing 
to a high density state called the Big Crunch. Even if the Big Crunch were to turn into a new Big 
Bang, nothing could survive this transition.  
By the way, there is a scenario where in some sense the direction of time is switching at the maximum 
size of the finite universe when the expansion turns into contraction. While some have argued that 
even the psychological and thermodynamic arrow of time would run backwards (from the perspective 
of the expanding stage), and observers would still believe to live in an expanding phase, in a quantum 
cosmological framework everything with classical properties is destroyed in the maximum stage due 
to quantum interference, and the Big Bang and Big Crunch are ultimately the same, amusingly called 
the Big Brunch.9 So in this scenario life has to cease even earlier than in the Big Crunch model, that is 
half way at the latest, so to speak. 
Both scenarios challenge the far future of life tremendously, but there are at least some chances for 
long-term survival – provided, of course, that life can adapt itself to the changing conditions. It must 
learn to use the decreasing amount of energy and, perhaps, must even rebuild its own physical 
architecture (for example if protons were unstable and would decay). But if life is ultimately based on 
information-processing devices (that is on structure and organization, not substance), it might act like a 
software running on different kinds of hardware. And for this, many speculative options are 
conceivable. As John Desmond Bernal wrote already in 1929: „Finally, consciousness itself may end or 
vanish in a humanity that has become completely etheralized, losing the close-knit organism, becoming 
masses of atoms in space communicating by radiation, and ultimately perhaps resolving itself entirely 
into light. That may be an end or a beginning, but from here it is out of sight.“ 
Frank Tipler10 has argued that an advanced civilization can, in principle, colonize a closed universe 
entirely and should be able to manipulate its collapse to gain enough energy to live forever – forever 
with respect to subjective time (based on General Relativity’s time dilatation) which is not to be 
confused with the finite objective time span such a contracting universe has. 
Freeman Dyson11 argued that in an open, eternally expanding universe with a decelerating expansion 
rate, life could also go on forever. „The pulse of life will beat more slowly as the temperature falls but 
will never stop“.12 Given longer and longer phases of hibernation, life-bearing devices could perform 
infinitely many calculations with a finite amount of energy. For a society of the size and complexity of 
our present civilization, for instance, 6 . 1030 Joule would suffice – the amount of energy radiated away 
by our sun within just eight hours. It is controversial however, whether such a kind of existence is really 
eternal. First, because deleting old information to acquire new information costs energy, so perhaps only 
a finite number of thoughts could be instantiated. Second, it is unclear whether life is ultimately digital 
or analogous, that is, based on continuous processes. Only in the latter case a finite amount of energy is 
really sufficient and alarm clocks for hibernation wake up calls would not necessarily break. Lawrence 
Krauss and Glenn D. Starkman criticized Dyson’s assumptions and believe that even in a decelerated 
eternal expansion of the universe life is ultimately doomed.13 John Barrow and Sigbjørn Hervik argued, 
however, that arbitrarily weak anisotropies of the universe suffice to harness the temperature gradients 
created by gravitational tidal energy, and this should be enough to drive an information-processing 
machine arbitrarily long.14 
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Now with dark energy, the situation is not only more complicated, but also more desperate for the far 
future of life. But this depends crucially on the nature of dark energy which is not known yet.15 Thus, 
many different alternatives have to be considered.  
2.2 Resurrection and the accelerated future  
The Big Whimper scenario is the most conservative or simple one. It is implied by the existence of a 
positive cosmological constant L in the framework of relativistic cosmology. Here, the expansion goes 
on forever, and the expansion rate is approaching a final value H8  = v (L/3) = Ho v (1 – Om) with Om = 
rm,o/rc,o. Because of quantum effects at the horizon (analogous to Hawking radiation at the horizons of 
black holes) the universe cannot cool down to 0 Kelvin but reaches within a few hundred billion years a 
final temperature T of T = 1/2pv (3/L) » 10-29 Kelvin (corresponding to 10-33 electron volts). This is the 
end for any living system because then it cannot radiate away waste heat – and there is no life without 
an energy gradient.13  
The chances are better for some quintessence  models. Here, things get very complicated for there are 
many different models. In most of them the accelerated expansion also lasts forever, but is slower than 
in the case of a cosmological constant. Depending on the models, perhaps the energy gradient remains.16 
Or the quintessence field decays, which might lead eventually to a decelerated eternal expansion17 and a 
matter-dominated universe18 or even to a revitalized universe if new matter is created out of the 
decaying field, and the origin and evolution of life would start again.19 Or w could oscillate, causing 
alternating periods of accelerated and decelerated expansion.20 Furthermore, it is not known whether 
quintessence is exactly homogeneous and whether it couples only gravitationally or in some other weak 
form, for example with neutrinos. Because the density of the dark energy ~ (10-3 electron volts)4 is in the 
order of the neutrino mass, it was argued that both are connected.21 These ideas are mere speculations at 
the moment, but not ruled out yet. 
So it seems to be very unlikely that a civilization can survive forever. In the end it will run out of 
energy. But this is a statistical argument, since it is based on the second law of thermodynamics. 
Entropy can decrease due to thermal fluctuations , and it is in principle possible that such fluctuations 
can sustain a civilization for an arbitrarily long time. The probability that a civilization will survive for 
some time is a sharply decreasing function of that time. However, for any finite time the probability is 
finite, and thus many civilizations in our universe will live longer than any given time, if the universe 
is large enough to allow those improbable events to occur. Of course, there is almost no chance that 
our successors are going to be among the lucky civilizations whose life will be prolonged by thermal 
fluctuations in such a lottery universe. 
Furthermore, in an infinite future time might not be a problem. Eventually, anything could 
spontaneously pop into existence due to quantum fluctuations. They would mostly result in 
meaningless garbage, but a vanishingly small proportion shall be people, planets and parades of 
galaxies. This paper will reappear again, too. And such kinds of quantum resurrection might even 
spark a new Big Bang. According to Sean Carroll and Jennifer Chen one must be patient, however, 
and wait some 1010
56
 years (if de Sitter vacuum is the „natural ground state“).22 
2.3 Big Splat and cosmic collapse 
Despite the accelerated expansion today, the Big Crunch scenario is also not entirely refuted. However, 
as far as the latest measurements of w can tell, we are safe from the collapse for at least another 25 
billion years – almost twice the age of our universe today.  23 
Within the framework of string cosmology, there is even a quite robust class of models, which describe 
our universe as a four-dimensional brane within a five-dimensional spacetime in which other 4D-branes 
might exist – literally parallel universes. And one of them might collide with our universe, perhaps 
countlessly often. Imagine two hands clapping repeatedly together. From the perspective within our 
universe every collision, sometimes called a Big Splat, looks like a Big Crunch and acts like a new Big 
Bang: The extradimension temporarily vanishes, and after the other brane-universe retreats, the 
expansion starts again and lasts for trillions of years. Note, that the branes are and remain infinite, only 
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the inherent curvature looks like a collapse everywhere. One appeal of this Cyclic Universe24 scenario is 
that it can explain the whole evolution by the action of dark energy. This is derived from string theory, 
that is it is the manifestation of a field called dilaton with has to do with the size of the extradimension.  
Whether a civilization could survive the Big Splat and spread again in the new expansion phase is not 
known. It seems to be unlikely, but perhaps advanced technology could create some kind of sheltering 
castles, for example with the help of black holes, to prevent the full brane collision locally. One could 
also envison a computer made of light, which would store all of our memories and information, might 
transmit it through the Big Splat, and recover it in the new expanding epoch of the universe. Whether 
this cyclic universe scenario or others are really future-enernal remains an open issue. 
There are other possibilities for a Big Crunch, too.  
Either dark energy leads to the contraction of our universe within a few dozens of billions of years only 
– a surprising possibility at least in the framework of supergravity and string theory.  25  
Or something like quintessence masks a negative cosmological constant today, which will dominate the 
far future if the accelerating cause vanishes. A negative cosmological constant leads inevitably – and 
independent of whether the universe is closed or not – to a collapse.  
Or the current positive cosmological constant fluctuates due to quantum effects and, ultimately and 
irreversibly, turns negative. It was argued that this necessarily happens under quite weak condit ions.26 
This would lead to a collapse of the universe within some trillions of years.  
Whether a collapsing universe ruled by dark energy allows life to continue forever, as Frank Tipler has 
imagined10, is unclear. If dark energy is a homogeneous property of spacetime geometry, it probably 
cannot be changed and accumulated somewhere like matter. But the manipulation of anisotropies are a 
necessary condition for a Tiplerian eschatology. 
2.4 Big Rip and phantom energy 
Dark energy offers a third option beyond the Big Whimper and Big Crunch scenarios if w < –1. Then the 
universe is ruled by what is called phantom energy.27 It tears space literally apart and leads irrevocably 
to a complete disruption of everything, even atomic nuclei. This Big Rip could happen already soon in 
cosmological terms, that is in the order of tenths of billions of years. There is no mechanism by which life 
could stop such a process, so it seems to be doomed in this case. (By the way, there is even the possibility 
that some kind of matter ends in a Big Rip and some other kind does not28, and there are also models 
without dark energy, but with some modifications of General Relativity containing the possibility for a 
Big Rip – or for a „Bigger Rip“ due to an even more divergent scale factor within the next few billion 
years.29 On the other hand, not all phantom energy scenarios end in a Big Rip singularity.30) 
One the other hand, phantom energy could be the solution for a problem of some oscillating universe 
scenarios with repeated Big Bang/Big Crunch cycles: Black holes might survive the crunch and grow in 
each cycle until they swallow the whole universe. But according to one model, phantom energy even 
tears black holes apart, effectively making them boil away.31 In a string-theory-inspired braneworld 
model phantom energy disturbs fields in the fifth dimension outside our universe. Those fields might 
turn the parameter w of dark energy around, stop the Big Rip and let the universe recollapse. Although 
nothing would survive the Big Rip, new structures might form during the collapse. In addition, the 
higher dimensional fields would let the contraction bounce back to become the expansion of a new Big 
Bang.  
2.5 A preposterous universe 
So what is the ultimate future? At the moment we cannot say. Further measurements have to 
determine w and its time derivative as precise as possible. As it seems currently, w is close to –1 (that 
is –0,8 > w > –1,2, observationally speaking) and constant over time, which is consistent with a 
positive cosmological constant.23 However, if w » –1, then we have an empirical limit we probably 
never can go beyond. This is a simple implication of the uncertainty and intrinsic error of every 
measurement. Thus, we can never empirically proof that w = –1, only that the error bars are very small 
around that value. Therefore, strictly speaking, the cosmological constant could only be established by 
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other means, that is theory (and, as it was noted26, L could even fluctuate nevertheless). The same is 
true for other limiting cases, for instance the widely hold flat or Euclidean universe with Ototal = 1.  
Even worse, we simply do not understand why the energy density of dark energy is about 0,7 today. 
From calculations in quantum physics it should be 1050 to 10120 times higher, which is comple tely 
unrealistic and the biggest discrepancy between theoretical prediction and observation ever in the 
history of physics. Also we do not understand why the dark energy density has roughly the same order 
as the matter density today – is this just pure chance or are there deeper connections?  
So there is some kind of paradoxical situation: On the one hand we are in a golden age of cosmology, 
measuring the fundamental cosmological parameters with higher and higher precision – and on the other 
hand we do understand much less than expected. We seem to live in a „preposterous universe“, as 
Michael Turner has said.   
2.6 Big Decay or Big Hit  
There is another depressing possibility which might even threaten us right now:  
The Big Decay: The vacuum state in which we live in, that is our universe is in, might not be stable, but 
metastable.32 Then it would be a kind of false vacuum like the one that, according to the inflationary 
scenario, might have driven the very early universe to an exponential (superluminal!) expansion until its 
field, the inflaton, had decayed (which might have released all the energy that turned into matter). 
Whether or not that epoch of inflation happened, and whether it is or is not related to the current 
accelerated (but much slower) expansion, for example as a kind of left-over, it is possible and even 
plausible that our universe has not reached its ground state (the „true vacuum“). But if the vacuum is 
metastable, it can and ultimately will decay. This could happen spontaneously, as a kind of quantum 
tunnel effect, or even by accident, for example due to an high-energy experiment of a very advanced 
civilization. From such a phase transition a wave of destruction would spread with nearly the velocity of 
light in every direction. It cannot be seen, and it almost instantly wipes out everything it hits without a 
warning. Similar effects would occur if there are very tiny extradimensions, as string theory claims, 
which are compactified, that is curled up, but could unfurl or decompactify. Even if only one tiny 
extradimension gets large, the whole universe would be burned to death. Perhaps new forms of life 
would arise out of the ashes, so to speak, but because the constants of nature would have changed, 
nothing could be like anything we know. 
Not yet excluded but very improbable is the „rather unpleasant possibility“ (Alexei Starobinsky) of a 
Big Hit: that our future world line will cross a space-time singularity, for example a gravitational shock 
wave with an infinite amplitude, or that it hits a finite-time singularity or a space-like curvature 
singularity which might form as a result of sudden growth of anisotropy and inhomogeneity at some 
moment during expansion or due to quantum gravitational effects.33 (The Big Rip can be interpreted as a 
future singularity, too.)  
2.7 Wormhole escapism and designer universes 
All the scenarios reviewed here look more or less disappointing. If our universe is ultimately doomed, or 
at least the sufficient conditions for any possible information processing system disappear, the only 
chance for life would be to leave its universe and move to another place. There are bold speculations 
about traversable wormholes leading to other universes.34 This seems to be possible at least in the 
framework of General Relativity (but like dark energy it violates some fundamental energy conditions). 
Perhaps wormholes could be found in nature and modified, or they could be built from scratch. If so, 
life could switch to another universe, escaping the death of its home. And if there is no life-friendly 
universe with the right conditions (physical constants and laws), an advanced civilization might even 
create a sort of replacement or rescue universe on its own. In fact, some renowned physicists have 
speculated about such a kind of world-making.35 If such a switching of universes is possible, life might 
continue endlessly.  
But even if our universe and every living being in it would be finally doomed, perhaps that doesn’t 
matter ultimately. Because there could be infinitely many other universes and/or our universe might 
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recycle  itself due to new inflationary phase transitions out of black holes36 or out of its high energy 
vacuum state, that is it creates new expanding bubbles growing to new universes elsewhere and cut their 
cords, metaphorically speaking.37 
2.8 Eternal recurrence 
Something strange is inevitable, if two conditions are true: Firstly, if our universe is infinite, or if there 
are infinitely many other universes with the same laws and constants. And, secondly, if quantum theory 
holds and there is, therefore, a finite number of possible states (that is due to Heisenberg’s uncertainty 
relation there is no continuum of states and perhaps not even of space and time). If those two 
assumptions are valid, then according to Alexander Vilenkin every combination of discrete finite 
physical states are realized arbitrarily or infinitely often.38 (Imagine a lattice built randomly out of zeros 
and ones: Every finite combination of zeros and ones, that is every local pattern occurs infinitely often.) 
Thus, there is a kind of spatial eternal recurrence.  
This also implies that we would have perfect copies: Doppelgänger which are identical to us as far as 
quantum physics allows, and also Doppelgänger biographies, Doppelgänger earths, solar systems, Milky 
Ways and even Hubble volumes. Their distances are vast, but not infinite, and they could even be 
estimated, as Max Tegmark has shown: Our personal neighboring Doppelgänger should be 1010
29
 meter 
apart, and another Doppelgänger Hubble volume, that is a region of space exactly like our observable 
universe, 1010
115
 meter.39 This means spatial eternal recurrence, but it could extend in time, which seems 
to be true either in a future-eternal inflationary or cyclic scenario with a flat universe. Thus, even if the 
history of our universe (and/or every universe) might lead to a global death, everything and every life-
form might reappear over and over again, infinitely often both in space and time. Then, it is true that 
there is no personal eternal life, because every organism is doomed, but life as such could not be driven 
out of existence completely everywhere and everywhen. It would be truly eternal.  
On the other hand, eternal recurrence seems to be absurd. And it is not only exact duplication – it is 
also every possible alternative, because all variations are equally real. As Alexander Vilenkin has said, 
some people „will be pleased to know that there are infinitely many […] regions where Al Gore is 
President and – yes – Elvis is still alive“. Thus, physical potentiality and actuality would ultimately be 
the same. If so, the search for options and the struggle for life doesn’t matter globally. Everything that 
might happen will happen at one place or another – in fact, it will happen infinitely often. This might 
be disappointing or encouraging. Perhaps this is only a matter of personal taste. However, it seems 
very strange and for many people even insulting, that we are not unique, and that everything we try 
might succeed here but not elsewhere and vice versa – infinitely often. However, as Steven Weinberg 
reminded us, „our mistake is not that we take our theories too seriously, but that we do not take them 
seriously enough“.40 
2.9 Conclusion 
In conclusion, we can safely say that the future is not, what it used to be. There is a diverse range of 
alternative cosmological scenarios (both for the future and for the past41), some of which look really 
eery. It is premature, however, to announce the ultimate and unavoidable end of everything in the very 
far future. But undoubtly huge challenges are imminent. As Niels Bohr once joked, it is difficult to 
make predictions, especially about the future. But it would be of no surprise, if big surprises out there 
are still waiting for us to be discovered. Perhaps the universe, as John Burdon Sanderson Haldane once 
said, is „not only queerer than we imagined, it’s queerer than we can imagine“. 
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